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ASYMPTOTIC DECAY OF OSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS OF

SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

WITH FORCING TERM

takaSi kusano and hiroshi ONOSE

Abstract. The ordinary differential equation (p(t)yy + q{i)f(y) = r{t)

and its companion functional differential equation are considered. Sufficient

conditions are given which ensure that all oscillatory solutions tend to zero

as /-> oo.

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the asymptotic behavior of

oscillatory solutions of the second order ordinary differential equation

(A) (p(t)y'(O)' + ?(0/(/0» = '(0,
and the associated functional differential equation

(B) {p(t)y'(t))' + q(')f(y(g('))) = '(')>

where/», q, r, g: [a, oo)—>R and/: R —> R are assumed to be continuous. In

addition, it will be assumed throughout that p(t) > 0,f(y) is nondecreasing,

yf(y) > 0 for 7 ¥= 0 and lim^gO) = oo.

We shall restrict our attention to solutions y(t) of (A) and (B) which exist

on some ray [Ty, oo) and satisfy sup{|y(/)|: t > T) > 0 for every T > Ty.

Such a solution is said to be oscillatory if the set of its zeros is not bounded;

otherwise, it is said to be nonoscillatory.

During the last two decades there has been a great deal of interest in the

oscillation theory of differential equations, and many results have appeared in

the literature. It seems to us, however, that very little is known about the

asymptotic behavior of oscillatory solutions. For equation (A), see the papers

of Graef and Spikes [1], [2], Hatvani [3], and Heidel [4]; for equation (B), see

the recent work of Singh [5].

The main purpose of this paper is to present some new results regarding

this subject. We establish conditions which guarantee that all oscillatory

solutions or all bounded oscillatory solutions of (A) and (B) converge to zero

as t -» oo. Thus, in particular, we are able to improve and extend all the

results of Singh [5] for equation (B). Our technique is much simpler than the

one used by Singh.
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2. Oscillatory solutions of (A). We start with the ordinary differential

equation (A). The following notation will be used in the sequel: q+(t) =

max[(/(0, 0],

Ja  p(s) J,     p(s)

Theorem 1. Assume that either

r to     lit /• oo /• oo

M     Í    ~^=x'     \    P(t)q+(t)dt<K, P(t)\r(t)\dt<oo,
Ja      P(t) Ja Ja

or

F to      Â* f to F to

(2) I     -777  < oo,     /    q+(t)dt< co,     /    \r(t)\ dt < co.
J a      P\') Ja Ja

Then all bounded oscillatory solutions of (A) tend to zero as t —> 00.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that (A) has a bounded oscillatory solution

y(t) such that lim sup^^y^)! > 0. Then there exist a constant 8 > 0 and

two sequences {a„}, {t„} of zeros of y(t) with the following properties:

o„ < t„, linr^a,, = limll_00Tll = 00, and either

(3) y(i)>0on(a„, t„),    Mn = max y(t) > 8,       77=1,2,...,

or

(4) y(t) < Oon (on, t„),    tt7„ = min y(t) < -8,       n = 1, 2, ... .
["„, T„]

Suppose (3) holds. Let [tn] be a sequence such that tn E (on, t„) and

y(/„) = M„. Integrating (A) from t E [on, tn] to tn and noting thaty'(0 = 0,

we obtain

p(t)y'(0 = f'"?(í)/(^(í)) * - fV(í) &
(5)

<r?+(í)/(>'W)*+r>(5)|ár.

Dividing (5) by p(t) and integrating over [on, tn], we get

J°n    P\l)  Jt Ja„    P(t)  Jt

Observing that (1) or (2) implies

(7) r^ôr*+(i)**<o0' ç-pj7)0F^dsdt<as'

we deduce from (6) that

(8)   M„ < f(Mn) f*-±-  (°"q+(s)dsdt+fCC-!-  fX\r(s)\dsdt.
Ja„     P(')  Jt Ja„      P\t)   Ji

It follows therefore that
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/• oo       1 roc /* °o       1 /"oo

(9) 8<f(M)f    -±-f   q+(s)dsdt+        -J-/   \r(s)\dsdt,
J°„ pv) Jt J*„ pin Jt

where M = s\xçy(t). In view of (7) the right-hand side of (9) can be made

arbitrarily small by letting n -* oo. This, however, is a contradiction.

If (4) holds, then by a parallel argument we are led to the same type of

contradiction. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1 assume that

f(y)
(10) lim sup- < oo.

|y|—»oo y

Then all oscillatory solutions of (A) tend to zero as t —> oo.

Proof. Let .y(r) be an oscillatory solution of (A). We shall show that it is

bounded. Suppose the contrary. Then, either lim s\ip,^xy(t) = oo or

lim inf,^^y(t) = -oo. It suffices to examine the first possibility. We can

take sequences {a„), [t„] of zeros of y(t) with the properties that an <

r„, linv^a,, = linv^T,, = oo,y(t) > 0 on (a„, r„) and M„ = maxK Tn]y(t)

increases to infinity as n -» oo. Let /„ G (a„, r„) be such that y(t„) = M„, n =

1, 2,... . Then, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, we arrive at

inequality (8). From this we obtain

f(M„)     /-OOl /•» 1/"°°1 /•«>

(11) '«hot/,. Tw-i q'{s)dsd, + irJ„ tml K*H**

Since {f(M„)/M„) is bounded above by (10), letting n -» oo in (11), we have

a contradiction. It follows that y(t) must be bounded, and, hence, by

Theorem 1, it decays to zero as t —> oo. The proof is complete.

Theorem 3. Let the following conditions hold: q(t) > 0,

r °°    rit c °° r °°
(12) /      -^-   < oo,     /    q(t) dt<oo,     /     \r(t)\ dt < oo,

Ja      P\l) Ja Ja

and [tt"(t)p(t)q(t)]' < 0 for some constant a, 0 < a < 2.

Then, all oscillatory solutions of (A) approach zero as t —» oo.

Proof. It suffices to show that every oscillatory solution of (A) is bounded.

Actually it can be shown that every solution is bounded. Let y(t) be a

solution of (A) defined on [T, oo). Define

V(t) = TT"(t)(p(t)y'(t))2+ 2m«(t)p(t)q(t) f y(<)f(u) du.

We easily see that

V'(t) < 2TTa(t)p(t)r(t)y'(t) < TT«(t)\r(t)\[(p(t)y'(t))2 + l]

<TT*(t)\r(t)\+\r(t)\V(t),

and, hence,
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V(t) < K + f'\r(s)\V(s) ds,       t > T,

where K = V(T) + ¡TTTa(t)\r(t)\ dt, which is finite since |r(f)| is integrable

and tt(í)—>0 as t —> oo. An application of Gronwall's inequality shows that

V(t) is bounded, so that there is a constant k > 0 such that

\v"/2(t)p(t)y'(t)\ < k   for t > T.

Dividing the above inequality by TTa/2(t)p(t) and integrating, we obtain

\y(0\<\y(T)\ + ^HT)f-a)/\    t>T.

It follows that7(i) is bounded. This completes the proof.

Example 1. Consider the equation

y"(t) + t-y/3(t) = F"3[cos(log t) + 3sin(log /)]

-r-f-'0/3cos1/3(logi).

The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied, and so all oscillatory solutions of

this equation tend to zero as t -> oo. One such solution is_y(i) = i_1cos(log t).

Example 2. Consider the equation

(fV(r))' + r3/2y3(t) = r2[sin(\ogt) - 3cos(log/)]

+ i-,5/2sin3(log/),

which has a solution y(t) = i_2sin(log /). From Theorem 1 it follows that all

bounded oscillatory solutions of this equation approach zero as / —» oo.

However, applying Theorem 3, we have a stronger conclusion that all oscilla-

tory solutions tend to zero as t -> oo.

3. Oscillatory solutions of (B). Let us now consider the functional differen-

tial equation (B). In general, the hypotheses of Theorem 1 do not guarantee

that all bounded oscillatory solutions of (B) decay to zero as / -» oo. For

example, the equations

y"(t) - y(t + 77) = 0,       y"(t) - y(t - tt) = 0

possess bounded oscillatory solutions cos /, sin / that do not damp to zero as

t -> oo. However, using the technique developed in the preceding section, we

can prove oscillation theorems closely akin to Theorems 1 and 2.

Theorem 4. Assume that either

(13) /" 777, = M'   r^OkCOl dt < ».   /"W')K')| dt < oo,
Ja       P\l) Ja Ja

or

(14> i°°-77V<K5'    r\l(t)\dt< ao,     C\r(t)\dt<oo.
J a      P\') Ja Ja

Then all bounded oscillatory solutions of (B) tend to zero as t -* oo.

Proof. Let y(t) be a bounded oscillatory solution of (B) such that
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lim sup^^lyíí)! > 20 for some 5 > 0. Then there are two sequences

[on], {t„} of zeros oiy(t) with the following properties:

8„<t„,     Urn o-„ = lim t„ = oo,
n—»co ft—»co

\y(t)\ > Oon (o„, t„)       and        Mn = max |y(r)| > 5,       77 = 1,2,....
I"», T„]

Take tn G (on, rn) so that \y(t„)\ = Mn, n = 1, 2,... . Upon integrating (B)

from / G [o„, t„] to t„, we find

|p(o/(oi <J[fy')i i/^ífW))! * +J>(*)i <*•
We divide the above inequality by/7(i) and integrate over [a„, tn] to get

(15) '*   M0   '

■/o„ p(0 Jt

It follows that

/•OO 1 /-00 /•» 1 /-00

(16) Mn<f(M)       -A-/   I^IArfz+J     -±-f   IrWIAA,

where M = sup|y(/)|. By virtue of (13) or (14) the right-hand side of (16)

tends to zero as t -> oo. But this is a contradiction, and the proof is complete.

Theorem 5. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4 assume that (10)

holds and

(17) g(t) < t,        lim g(t) = oo.
7—»00

Then all oscillatory solutions of (B) tend to zero as t -> oo.

Proof. Let y(7) be an oscillatory solution of (B) defined on [T, oo).

Suppose thaty(7) is unbounded: lim sup^^Jy^)! = oo. We can select two

sequences [on), {t„} of zeros of y(t) with the following properties:

a„ < t„,     lim a„ = lim t„ = oo,     |y(OI > Oon (a„, t„),

Mn = max \y(t)\ = max |y(0|>       77 = 1, 2, ...,

and Mn tends increasingly to infinity as n -> 00. Let {;„} be such that

/„ G (a„, t„) and |y(f„)| = Mn. Following the argument in the proof of Theo-

rem 4, we conclude that inequality (15) holds. Since g(t) < t, we have

Iy(g(l))\ < Mnfor t < K- Therefore it follows from (15) that

f(M„)       ,-00 1 /-OO 1/-001 /-OO,

which leads us to a contradiction in the limit as 77 -> 00. Thus y(/) must be

bounded, and the assertion follows from Theorem 4.
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Remark. Theorem 5 includes the main results of Singh [5, Theorems 1, 2]

as a special case.

Example 3. Consider the equation with advanced argument

('V(O)' " r2y3(e') " '"2[sin(log t) - 3cos(log t)\ - /-2e-6'sin3>.

Theorem 4 implies that all bounded oscillatory solutions of this equation tend

to zero as t -» oo. In fact, y(t) = f-2sin(log t) is a solution that satisfies the

conclusion of Theorem 4.

Example 4. Consider the equation with delayed argument

(e~'y'(t))' + e~2'cos(log t)y(\og t)

= e"2'[cos t + 3sin /]+ i_1e_2'cos2(log t),

which has a solution y(t) = e~'cost. By Theorem 5 all other oscillatory

solutions of this equation converge to zero as t —> oo.

We conclude with a result which is an extension of Theorem 4 of Singh [5].

Theorem 6. Assume that (10) and (17) hold and that

(19) r"|?(/)|rf/<oo, r\r(t)\dt<oo,
Ja Ja

and

(20) lim sup I        ——-  < oo   for any c > 0.
f^oo    Jt        P(s)

Let y(t) be an oscillatory solution of (B) such that the distances between its

consecutive zeros remain bounded. Then y(t)-+0 as t —»• oo.

Proof. We shall first show that y(t) is bounded. Suppose to the contrary

that lim sup,^x\y(t)\ = oo. Define {a„}, {r„}, {>„} and {M„) exactly as in

the proof of Theorem 5. We then arrive at inequality (15). Taking (19) into

account, we obtain from (15) that

f(M„)   r*„   ds       /•».  , .,   ,

+ir^) ■/>)!*■
P(s)

(21) "       "     W
1    Cn   ds

p(')

Using (10), (19), (20) and the fact that (t„ - o„) is bounded, we see that a

contradiction arises if we let n -> oo in (21). This shows that.y(i') is bounded.

Next, we shall prove that y(t) ->0 as / -* oo. Suppose the contrary. Since

no confusion may occur, we again use the same symbols

{o„}, {t„}, {/„}, {M„} to denote the ones employed in the proof of Theorem

4. Again we obtain inequality (15), and from this we readily deduce that

(22)
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where M = sup|y(í)|- On account of (19), (20) and the boundedness of

{Tn ~ an) tne right-hand side of (22) tends to zero as n -» oo. But this is a

contradiction, since {M„} is bounded away from zero by a positive constant.

This completes the proof.

Example 5. Consider the equation

(t~2y'(t))' + ¡-^(t - 2-n) = 2?-3sin t,

which has an oscillatory solution y(t) = cos t. Although the distances of

consecutive zeros of cos t remain bounded, it does not converge to zero as

t —> oo. Clearly, (19) is satisfied, but (20) is violated.
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